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• First section was national and 
international news

• Second section was local news
• Sports
• “women’s section” —> lifestyle
• Cooking and Gardening sections
• comics
• crossword puzzles
• classifieds
• editorials
• Advertising 





Business Model:
• ads delivered right to the breakfast table
• no competition to speak of— a monopoly
• (business owners really don’t have any choice….)



Commitment to news:
• newsrooms of 100s of people— reporters, photographers, 

copy editors, assignment editors, section editors, senior 
editors, librarians, layout people, on and on

• paper of record
• some great journalism produced



• .com bubble, 1997- 2000

THE INTERNET

• Craigslist — started in 1995, on internet in 1996 

• “weblogs” started in 1997, the word “blog” in 1999

• the bubble popped but all the infrastructure 
was there



The End of the 
business model

• Google AdSense started in 2003, and every 
couple of years added new features

• explosion of competitors
• ESPN for sports
• recipe.com for cooking, etc
• Google ads gives anyone with a website or 

blog the opportunity to sell ads
• 2007: the iPhone 

http://recipe.com






• 2008: Daily News closed
• 2009: layoffs: 25 out of about 100
• Graham Dennis died in 2011, Sarah Dennis 

became owner and turned day-to-day 
operations over to her husband, Mark Lever

• Doubled down on the dead-tree newspaper 
business: expanded the printing press and 
bought the Casket and the Transcontinental 
weeklies, started the magazine

• 2014: 15 more positions gone through 
layoffs, early retirements and buyouts





Across the province, we have widely agreed the transformative 
change necessary for Nova Scotia to succeed will not be 
accomplished through status quo and business as usual. 

We need to do things we’ve never done to get to a place we’ve 
never been. 

Doing that requires courage. It often makes you exceedingly 
unpopular. It demands tenacity. 

It calls on us to make the kinds of future-focused decisions we’d 
rather avoid making in the present. 

But we cannot stay where we are. The scale of the challenges we 
face as a province requires a response of equal scale. 

Small, incremental steps are not enough.



Small incremental changes and 
resistance to change:

• Refusing to budge from a business model that is 
fundamentally doomed 

• Going into substantial debt (printing press & The 
Casket), locking yourself into that doomed 
business model 

• Rejecting transformative business strategies like 
buying allnovascotia.com 

• Bet the future on “efficiencies” — lowering costs, 
increasing production (at the printing plant) 

• Achieve those efficiencies by old-school wage cuts 
• Aim is to destroy the union 



Abandoning the 
brand:

• By forcing the newsroom into a strike 
position, the Herald has abandoned first-
rate reporting as its primary brand 

• Bringing in scab reporters, editors, and 
other non-professionals has resulted in an 
error-ridden paper and led directly to the 
biggest fuck up in the paper’s history





Alternative Strategies:
• Recommit to quality journalism as the raison d’être  
• Recognize that the future is the internet and 

embrace it 
• Jump all in: kill the dead tree or reduce it to a 

weekly Saturday paper, and put reporting online, 
behind a paywall  

• Smaller, scaled-down newsroom will necessarily 
lead to layoffs, but bring the unionized workers in 
as part of the planning 

• Generous benefit packages to those laid-off 



• In terms of being a first-rate newspaper, the 
Chronicle Herald has already dug its own grave 

• Herald, Ltd might survive as a printing 
company, and putting out throw-away weeklies 
with zero journalistic value 

• This sucks for the unionized reporters, and it 
sucks for citizens 

• Sarah Dennis and Mark Lever had destroyed 
the family legacy



The Future

Citizens need to value professional 
journalism and professional journalists, and 

be willing to pay for both.


